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Abstract
Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) enables multiple parties to cooperate securely
without compromising their privacy. SMC has the potential to offer solutions for privacy
obstacles in vehicular networks. However, classical SMC implementations suffer from
efficiency and security challenges. To address this problem, two quantum communication
technologies, Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) and Quantum Oblivious Key Distri-
bution were utilised. These technologies supply symmetric and oblivious keys respec-
tively, allowing fast and secure inter‐vehicular communications. These quantum
technologies are integrated with the Faster Malicious Arithmetic Secure Computation
with Oblivious Transfer (MASCOT) protocol to form a Quantum Secure Multiparty
Computation (QSMC) platform. A lane change service is implemented in which vehicles
broadcast private information about their intention to exit the highway. The proposed
QSMC approach provides unconditional security even against quantum computer attacks.
Moreover, the communication cost of the quantum approach for the lane change use case
has decreased by 97% when compared to the classical implementation. However, the
computation cost has increased by 42%. For open space scenarios, the reduction in
communication cost is especially important, because it conserves bandwidth in the free‐
space radio channel, outweighing the increase in computation cost.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Vehicular networks have great potential to improve road safety
and passengers' convenience. Overtime, many applications,
such as parking and toll payments [1], traffic management, car
sharing [2] and collision warning [3] have been proposed.
Despite all the advantages they provide, vehicular networks
face privacy and security challenges [4]. On one hand, they
inherit properties of wireless communication that causes the
data to be easily eavesdropped; on the other hand, vehicles are
located in open spaces, leading to potential privacy leakage that
poses a threat to the lives and properties of the drivers.

Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) is one of the
promising methods to solve the privacy and security challenges
in vehicular networks as it enables Vehicle‐to‐Everything

(V2X) communications such that multiple vehicles can coop-
erate freely while no information about their private inputs is
revealed to other parties [5]. In the 1980s, Andrew Yao pre-
sented the SMC concept, in which two untrusted parties
compute a garbled circuit while retaining the privacy of their
inputs [6]. Later, protocols for secure computation with more
than two parties, such as the BMR protocol [7] which is an
adaptation of the garbled circuit protocol for the multiparty
situation, and the BGW protocol [8] which relies on secret
sharing but focuses on arithmetic circuits, were developed.
Afterward, protocols based on preprocessing models in which
expensive computations are delegated to the offline phase were
designed to accelerate the computation process [9–11]. Shortly
after, the Faster Malicious Arithmetic Secure Computation
with Oblivious Transfer (MASCOT) protocol [12] that realizes
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secure computation of arithmetic circuits over finite fields with
dishonest majority, was presented in a preprocessing model.
Despite the progress made in this area, classical SMC protocols
suffer from two main challenges: security and efficiency.

Classical SMC implementations are based on public‐key
cryptography requiring large computation and communica-
tion costs, making it difficult to meet the security and efficiency
requirements of vehicular network applications [13]. Addi-
tionally, classical SMC implementations that are based on
prime number factorization or discrete logarithms are not
secure in the presence of quantum computers due to Shor's
algorithm [14]. Although post‐quantum public‐key protocols
are being developed to address these challenges, it remains to
be proven that they can offer a solution that complies with the
security and efficiency requirements [15]. To overcome classical
SMC constraints, quantum‐based approaches were proposed.
In 1984, Bennet and Brassad proposed a Quantum Key Dis-
tribution (QKD) protocol, known as BB84, in which sym-
metric keys are generated and distributed between two parties
[16]. A significant property of the QKD is that an eaves-
dropper attempting to measure a quantum state introduces
detectable perturbations [16]. Many researchers have been
exploring the potential of quantum key distribution to provide
secure communication [17–23]. In [17], evolution of quantum
key distribution networks and their potential applications are
investigated. In [18], a short survey of the current state of
quantum key distribution technology and its potential appli-
cations in communication networks are provided. It discusses
the challenges associated with industrialising the technology
and outlines the research trends. In [19], different types of
QKD protocols are discussed in various networking scenarios,
and opportunities associated with their usage in networking are
highlighted. In mobile network applications such as vehicular
networks, satellite‐based QKD could be deployed to transfer
keys among vehicles [24–28]. In [24], authors discussed the
progress in the field of satellite QKD, which is a secure
communication technology to transmit encryption keys.
Furthermore, the advantages of using satellites for QKD, such
as their ability to provide global coverage, are explored. In [25],
a new satellite‐based QKD system that can provide secure
communication over long distances is proposed. In [26], a
protocol for satellite‐to‐ground QKD using a quantum
repeater is presented. Their protocol is based on a quantum
teleportation technique, which allows for the transfer of
quantum information between two remote locations. Later in
[29], the Quantum Oblivious Key Distribution (QOKD)
protocol that generates and distributes quantum oblivious keys
was introduced. Using quantum oblivious keys, [30] proposed
the Optimise Quantum Oblivious Transfer (O‐QOT) protocol
that generates quantum‐based Oblivious Transfers (OT). In
[31], authors provided an overview of quantum oblivious
transfer by investigating several quantum security models to
emphasize the advantages of quantum OT over classical
implementations.

In this paper, we propose a quantum secure SMC solution
based on QKD, QOKD, and the MASCOT protocols for lane
change in vehicular networks. The proposed solution is secure

even against quantum computer attacks. In terms of efficiency,
the needed communication resources are reduced by 97%
while the computational resources are increased by 42%. The
strong reduction in communication cost is of major relevance
in vehicular networks, as the available spectrum to support the
radio channel is a finite resource.

In the reminder of the paper, Section 2 presents a lane
change service that assists vehicles to exit the highway safely. In
Section 3, we develop a QSMC framework that uses QKD and
QOKD quantum technologies alongside the MASCOT pro-
tocol to implement the lane change service. Section 4 describes
the classical S‐OT and OT Extension protocols. In Section 5,
we provide security and complexity analysis of the classical and
quantum protocols. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 | THE LANE CHANGE SERVICE

Changing a lane when exiting the highway is one of the main
causes of heavy traffic and sometimes even large chain crashes
[4]. This section describes the implementation of a lane change
service that assists vehicles to switch lanes and exit the highway
safely. We consider n numbers of vehicles {v1, v2, …, vp, …,
vq, …, vn} with locations {x1, x2, …, xn} and velocities {s1, s2,
…, sn} in an m‐lane highway and assume a subset of vehicles
{vp, …, vq} intend to exist on the highway. Therefore, they call
for the lane change service to help them through the exit
process. In the first step, the service asks for the private in-
formation of all the vehicles close to the exit point (e.g. ve-
hicles that are within a radius of 5 km of the exit location). The
private inputs for the proposed service are location, velocity,
lane number, and exit intention of all the vehicles in the
network. These inputs are then used to compute the proper
times for vehicles that intend to exit the highway, considering
the density of neighbouring vehicles. The exit intention is a
Boolean flag b such that 0 represents no exit intention and 1
represents the intention to exit. Therefore, when a vehicle vi
intends to exit the highway, it changes its Boolean flag bi to 1
and subsequently the protocol is activated. Next, the service
asks for the following private inputs from each vehicle vi:

� The vehicle's private location xi
� The vehicle's private velocity si
� The vehicle's private lane number li
� The vehicle's private exit intention bi

Given the exit location xe as a constant parameter and the
private location of the ith vehicle (xi), the service computes the
distance of each vehicle to the exit (Δxi = |xe − xi|). As we are
considering the highway as a straight path, the distance
calculation can be done in one dimension. Note that this is not
an unrealistic assumption as we only consider vehicles close to
the exit point. Using the distance Δxi and considering the
formula Δx = st, the service computes the time that each
vehicle takes to reach the exit point xe. Considering the time
difference between vehicles, the service evaluates the density of
the neighbouring vehicles and computes the proper times for
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the desired vehicles to exit the highway. Through this service,
each vehicle is supposed to gradually reduce its lane number
step by step to decrease its distance from the exit point.
Therefore, the service first checks the lane number li of the
vehicles intending to exit. If li is equal to the exit lane, only one
step calculation of ti = Δxi/si is enough to compute the proper
time. Otherwise, vehicles have to reduce their lane number to
reach the exit lane, and for each lane change, a pair (tc, lc) is
provided by the service. To compute the pair, the service only
considers vehicles in the adjacent lane (lc). Then, it computes
the time difference Δt between the desired vehicle and the next
approaching vehicle in the adjacent lane. The computation is
continued until Δt reaches a value that is long enough for a
vehicle to change its lane (e.g. 30 s). Using the same strategy,
vehicles change their lanes until they reach the exit lane. Note
that, in case the highway was crowded and there was no proper
time for a vehicle to change the lane, a message would be sent
to the approaching vehicles asking them to adjust their speed
and provide empty space for the desired vehicle. In addition to
these details, the service also provides the number of exiting
vehicles as well as their approximate departure time, to the
whole network. These outputs increase safety throughout the
network, as vehicles are aware of all the ongoing events around
them. The proposed service provides the following outputs:

� Each exiting vehicle receives its unique pair (tc, lc), for each
lane change.

� The total number of exiting vehicles nv, as well as their
approximate exit time is provided to the whole network, to
increase safety.

Note that the outputs could be announced either publicly
or could be sent only to specific vehicles, in order to be kept
private. In the lane change service some outputs are public
while the others are sent only to specific vehicles in an
encrypted way.

Figure 1 illustrates with a simplified example, the proposed
service. Suppose that seven vehicles are driving on a highway
with three lanes. One of the vehicles, v1, in lane three (l3) in-
tends to exit the road, while the others continue on their paths.
The service computes the time difference between v1 and v4
that is the nearest approaching vehicle in l2, and obtains

Δt1 = 10 s. Since Δt1 is too short, the computation is repeated
for v4 and v5, and the result is Δt2 = 35 s, which is considered
long enough for v1 to switch to the adjacent lane l2. At this
stage, a message with the content ‘Please reduce your speed to
…and switch to l2 after 10 s’ is sent to v1. The same strategy is
applied until v1 switches to l1 and exits the highway. Addi-
tionally, the other vehicles receive a message with the content
‘A vehicle is exiting the highway at …’. It is interesting to note
that, through the whole computation process, the vehicles'
private information (location, velocity, lane number, exit
intention) is not revealed to the other vehicles.

3 | QUANTUM IMPLEMENTATION

We propose a QSMC platform based on the OT‐based
MASCOT protocol to implement the lane change service
securely and efficiently. Alongside MASCOT, we use the QKD
and QOKD quantum protocols. The required technologies are
described below. In [32], a study has been accomplished in
which a QSMC approach is proposed to compute the phylo-
genetic tree from private genome sequences using quantum
technologies. Their results show that quantum technologies
can enable the private computation of phylogenetic trees with a
low computational overhead.

In Table 1, we provide the list of acronyms used in this
work, for more clarity.

3.1 | MASCOT multiparty protocol

Several protocols were developed to implement SMC [33–36].
To accomplish the lane change service in vehicular networks, we
employ the MASCOT multiparty protocol that uses arithmetic
circuits with active security [12]. MASCOT is an OT‐based
protocol. Consider Alice and Bob as two communicating
parties. A 1‐out‐of‐2 OT protocol takes m0 and m1 as Alice's
inputs and b ∈ {0, 1} as Bob's input. Then it outputsmb to Bob

F I GURE 1 An example of the lane change service in a 3‐lane highway
with seven vehicles of which the vehicle v1 intends to exit the highway. v.
stands for vehicle, Δt. is the time difference between vehicles, l is the lane
number in the highway, and xe is the exit location. The values for Δt are
chosen hypothetically for better illustration.

TABLE 1 List of acronyms used in this work.

Acronym

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

CV Continuous Variable

DV Discrete Variable

MASCOT Faster Malicious Arithmetic Secure
Computation with Oblivious Transfer

O‐QOT Optimised Quantum Oblivious Transfer

OT Oblivious Transfer

QOKD Quantum Oblivious Key Distribution

QSMC Quantum Secure Multiparty Computation

SMC Secure Multiparty Computation

S‐OT Simple Oblivious Transfer
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and nothing to Alice. Through this protocol, Bob only obtains
information about onemessage (mb) andhe learns nothing about
the other message, and Alice learns nothing about Bob's choice
(b). The advantage of the OT primitive is that it can be imple-
mented using quantum technologies and independently of
public‐key cryptography, making it secure and efficient.
MASCOTcombines the online phase of the SPDZprotocolwith
an OT‐based offline phase. The OT generation in MASCOT is
done through the classical Simple OT (S‐OT) protocol [37].
Along with the S‐OT,MASCOTuses anOTExtension protocol
to extend the number of generated baseOTs [38]. This extension
is necessary in SMC applications that require a very large number
of OT per second.

3.2 | QKD and QOKD quantum
technologies

In this section we provide a short overview on quantum
technologies that are used in this work: QKD and QOKD. It is
worth noting that although QKD and QOKD can be imple-
mented using similar setups, they fulfil different purposes.
Through QKD, we are able to apply encryption on the
transformed messages, while QOKD is considered as a source
of OT generation.

3.2.1 | Quantum key distribution

In order to secure communication among vehicles, we need to
perform encryption on the transferred data. To this end we use
the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [39] through the
OpenSSL library. AES requires symmetric keys for encryption
and decryption of the parties' private data. We use the QKD
protocol [16], as a source to generate quantum‐based sym-
metric keys. As a feature of QKD, a third party trying to
eavesdrop on the symmetric keys introduces detectable per-
turbations. In practice, QKD can be implemented using two
different approaches: Discrete‐Variable Quantum Key Distri-
bution (DV‐QKD) and Continuous‐Variable Quantum Key
Distribution (CV‐QKD). Due to our need for short‐range
communication in a lane change service, CV‐QKD is a more
suitable option as it provides a higher secure key rate over
shorter distances. In vehicular network applications, vehicles
transfer data through wireless communications because a
physical connection cannot be established among them. Ter-
ahertz QKD has recently been demonstrated to be a viable
solution for wireless mobile applications [40–43]. Satellite‐
based QKD is also a promising approach to transfer secure
keys among vehicles in mobile networks [24–26]. However, a
primary approach could be the use of QKD through optical
fibres. The advantages of implementing QKD through optical
fibre over wireless communications include improved reli-
ability, lower cost, greater bandwidth, and higher security. As
an example of a real‐life situation, we can pre‐share the keys
using QKD, when the vehicles are being electrically charged.
Notice that by pre‐sharing the keys using QKD, we can avoid

the use of classical public cryptography, therefore we achieve a
quantum computer resistant solution.

3.2.2 | Quantum oblivious key distribution

The QOKD is a quantum‐based protocol that enables two
parties to produce quantum oblivious keys only known to them
[29]. Oblivious keys are sequences of asymmetric keys in which
one of the parties (Alice) knows all the keys while the other
(Bob) has access to only half of the keys such that Alice gets no
information about which keys are known to Bob. A significant
property of QOKD is the ability of trusted parties to trace the
presence of a third party trying to gain knowledge of the keys.
In [30], a protocol known as O‐QOT was proposed to
generate oblivious transfer using QOKD. The O‐QOT is
implemented as follows:

As described in Protocol 1, the O‐QOT receives two
strings, m0 and m1, from Alice and c from Bob, then provides
mc to Bob. Therefore, Bob does not have access to other
messages, and Bob's choice remains hidden from Alice. The
O‐QOT protocol contains two phases: the precomputation
phase (oblivious key phase) that takes advantage of quantum
technologies; and the transfer phase that performs secure
computation. The oblivious key phase outputs k to Alice and ~k
to Bob as their oblivious keys. Note that only half of the bits of
~k are identical to k; the other half is randomly generated. Along
with ~k, Bob receives the bit stream x through which he can
determine which bits are perfectly correlated with Alice's bits
and which are not. The correlated bits are shown with 0, and
the uncorrelated bits are represented with 1. Using the bit
stream x, Bob can extract two strings, I0 and I1, where I0
corresponds to the indices of oblivious keys that are known to
Bob, while I1 corresponds to the indices of oblivious keys that
are unknown to Bob. Afterwards, he sends Ic to Alice ac-
cording to his choice c. Next, Alice computes ei ¼mi � kjIc�i
for i ∈ {0, 1} and transfers them to Bob. Finally, Bob obtains

his output mc ¼ ec � kjI0
� �

. The notation kjIc�i refers to

indices of the oblivious key k that corresponds to Ic�i, and �
denotes the bitwise XOR.

As all heavy computations are shifted to the oblivious key
phase, and this phase is implemented before and independently
of the second phase, the complexity cost of OT generation
through this protocol is significantly reduced.

Protocol 1 O-QOT

Inputs: Strings m0 and m1 for Alice, and the
bit c for Bob.
Outputs: None for Alice and mc for Bob.

Oblivious key phase:
1. Alice asks for a QOKD service. The QOKD

service transfers k to Alice and ~k;x
� �

to Bob
as their oblivious keys.
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Oblivious transfer phase:
1. Bob determines I0 = {i|xi = 0} and I1 = {i|

xi = 1}, and transfers to Alice only Ic
(instead of the ordered pair (Ic, Ic�1) which
is used in QOT protocol).

2. Alice sets e0, e1 such that ei ¼ mi � kjIc�i
and sends them to Bob.

3. Bob outputs mc ¼ ec � kjI0

� �
.

3.3 | Circuit generation

There are different ways of representing a computation, of
which Boolean and arithmetic circuits are the most common.
Boolean circuits use bit inputs and Boolean operations such
as XOR and AND. In contrast, arithmetic circuits use ele-
ments of some field F as their inputs, and the gates of the
circuit correspond to arithmetic operations such as additions
and multiplications. Deciding whether to use a Boolean or
arithmetic circuit depends on the type of computation per-
formed. For arithmetic operations, it makes more sense to
use an arithmetic circuit, while for non‐arithmetic operations,
such as integer comparison, Boolean circuits may reach
higher efficiency. The computation in MASCOT is repre-
sented as an arithmetic circuit. As the lane change use case
mainly requires arithmetic operations, such as multiplication
and addition, the use of protocols with arithmetic circuits is
more efficient. To generate a circuit that corresponds to the
lane change service, we convert the proposed service
described in section 2 to a mathematical function f. To
accomplish this, the calculation is performed by function f(x1,
v1, l1, b1; …; xn, vn, ln, bn) in which all parties provide their
private data as inputs. Circuit generation is done through the
MP‐SPDZ repository [34] which is a versatile framework to
benchmark various multiparty computation protocols such as
MASCOT.

3.4 | QSMC platform

In Figure 2, a pictorial representation of the QSMC platform
for the lane change use case is provided. To form the quantum
SMC platform, we start by generating quantum oblivious keys
through QOKD. Afterwards, using the keys, we generate
oblivious transfer through the O‐QOT protocol. As the OT
generation in the MASCOT implementation is done through
the BaseOT::exec_base method in the MP‐SPDZ repository
[34], we ask this method to make a call to the O‐QOT protocol
instead of the classical protocols (S‐OT and OT Extension).
Moreover, we utilise the QKD protocol to generate symmetric
keys that are then used for AES encryption. Afterwards, we
define the desired use case that is then converted to an arith-
metic circuit. The circuit is integrated into MASCOT through
the MP‐SPDZ repository. The implementation steps are or-
dered as follows:

1. Generation of quantum oblivious keys through QOKD.
2. Generation of quantum OTs through O‐QOT protocol.
3. Generation of quantum symmetric keys through the QKD

protocol to perform encryption and decryption using AES.
4. Definition of the lane change service as a function f, as

described above.
5. Conversion of function f to an arithmetic circuit using the

MP‐SPDZ repository.
6. Performing secure computation among different parties by

feeding the vehicle's private inputs into the QSMC platform
and outputting the results.

The hierarchy of implementation steps is labelled with its
corresponding number in Figure 2.

4 | CLASSICAL OBLIVIOUS TRANSFERS

Classical SMC protocols face security and efficiency challenges.
However, they are the only available baseline to be compared
with the quantum approach proposed here. In this section, we
describe the S‐OT and OT Extension protocols. Afterwards,
we provide a comparison analysis of the quantum and classical
protocols in the next section.

The OT functionality used in MASCOT is based on [37], a
classical protocol derived from the Diffie‐Hellman (DH) key
exchange in which players exchange secret keys in a secure way
over a public communication channel. The protocol is known
as Simple OT (S‐OT), and is implemented as follows: given a
group G and a generator g, the sender (Alice) picks a random
value a, calculates A = ga and sends it to the receiver (Bob).
The generator g is a member of G such that
∀i ∈ G; ∃r : gr ¼ i. Symmetrically, Bob samples a random
value b and calculates B according to his arbitrary choice c. If

F I GURE 2 The QSMC functionality in vehicular networks for the lane
change service. We start by generating quantum oblivious keys, quantum
OTs, and quantum symmetric keys through Quantum Oblivious Key
Distribution (QOKD), O‐QOT, and Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)
protocols, respectively. Afterwards, we define the lane change use case as a
function f and then, we convert f to a circuit C by using high‐level Python
code compatible with the SMC platform. Finally, we perform secure
computation among vehicles using their private inputs. Numbers 1 to 6 are
associated with the implementation steps of the QSMC platform explained
in the text.
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c = 0, the receiver obtains B = gb, and if c = 1, he obtains B =
Agb and sends it to Alice. Both players obtain gab = Ab = Ba

and derive their corresponding secret keys. Alice computes
k0 = H(Ba) and k1 = H((B/A)a) (H for hash) to obtain her
keys. Symmetrically, Bob computes kR = H(Ab) according to
his bit choice c. Having these keys, we can start to implement
the oblivious transfer functionality, as shown in Protocol 2.
Next, Alice encrypts her input messages m0 and m1, and ob-
tains e0 ¼ Ek0 m0ð Þ and e1 ¼ Ek1 m1ð Þ (E for encryption), which
are then sent to Bob. Bob computes mc ¼DkR ebð Þ (D for
decryption) according to his bit choice by decrypting eb and
obtains the output message. Note that Bob can only decrypt
one of the messages as he only has access to one of the keys.

Protocol 2 S-OT

Inputs: Strings m0 and m1 for Alice, and the
bit c for Bob.
Outputs: None for Alice and mc for Bob.

Key exchange phase
1. Alice calls a DH key exchange service,

which sends k0 = H(Ba) and k1 = H((B/A)a) to
Alice, and kR = H(Ab) to Bob.

Oblivious transfer phase:
1. Alice computes e0 ¼ Ek0 m0ð Þ and e1 ¼ Ek1 m1ð Þ

by encrypting her input massages and sends
them to Bob.

2. Bob decrypts one of the messages using
his key and obtains the output message
mc ¼ DkR ebð Þ.

4.1 | The classical OT extension

We require a large number of OTs per second to perform
practical computations through SMC protocols. MASCOT
uses the S‐OT protocol to generate few number of base OTs
(128 base OTs) which are then extended via the OT Extension
protocol, using symmetric cryptography [38]. The number of
extended OTs depends on the number of multiplication triples
that are necessary to compute the multiplication gates of the
circuit. MASCOT requires 1408 OT Extension for each
multiplication triple, considering a 128 bit filed with the con-
stant parameter τ = 3 and the statistic and computational se-
curity parameters κ = λ = 128 (see section 7.1 of [12]). In [38],
the communication and computation complexity of the OT
Extension protocol used in MASCOT are computed. The re-
sults show that in terms of computation resources, the OT
Extension is very efficient.

5 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The security and efficiency of SMC protocols heavily rely on
the security and efficiency of the generated OTs. In the QSMC
platform proposed in this paper, we generate OTs using

quantum technologies. Therefore, we provide a comparison
analysis for n executions of OTs between the classical OT
protocols used in MASCOT and the O‐QOT protocol used in
the proposed QSMC platform.

5.1 | Security analysis

5.1.1 | Security model

The lane change service has been implemented through an
SMC scenario with active security in the malicious adversarial
model. In this model, dishonest parties may haphazardly drift
from the protocol execution and try to cheat. Protocols that
achieve security in the malicious adversary scenario have the
highest security level, which means that the only thing that an
adversary can do is to cause the honest parties to abort, but can
never preclude the privacy of others.

5.1.2 | Security level

The security of the classical S‐OT protocol relies on the
assumption that parties are not able to compute the discrete
logarithm of a random value due to the limited computational
power. However, in 1995, Peter Shor published a quantum
algorithm that can perform the computation of the discrete
logarithm in polynomial time. The algorithm can also solve the
prime number factorization problem. This poses a threat to
asymmetric cryptographic methods that are based on prime
number factorization or discrete logarithms, including elliptic
curve cryptography, RSA, and DH key exchange. While secu-
rity of the classical S‐OT relies on the computational as-
sumptions of parties, the quantum O‐QOT is unconditionally
secure even against quantum computers. This is because the
key generation in O‐QOT is done using quantum technologies
that can be implemented independently of the public‐key
infrastructure, making it secure against quantum computer
attacks. Quantum technologies rely on the no‐cloning theorem,
which makes it impossible to duplicate a quantum state without
introducing detectable perturbations. Note that the OT
Extension is considered secure as it is based on symmetric
cryptography.

5.2 | Efficiency analysis

To evaluate our system, we compare the complexities of the
quantum and classical protocols. In Tables 2 and 3, the
computation and communication complexity of the O‐QOT,
S‐OT, and OT Extension are represented. The values inside
parenthesis refer to the cost of OT Extension. By communi-
cation complexity we mean the number of bits that are
transferred among parties. The computational complexity is
the amount of resources required to run the circuit, which
particularly focuses on time and memory requirements.

We first consider the operations in the classical S‐OT
protocol (i.e. random number generation, modular
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exponentiation, hash evaluation, and encryption operations).
We consider the cost of each operation as follows:

1. Sampling a random number (RNG)
2. Computing A or B (modular exponentiation)
3. Computing gab = Ab = Ba (modular exponentiation)
4. Computing each key using the hash function (hashing)
5. Encryption or decryption of each message (XOR)

In total, the S‐OT protocol requires two random numbers,
fivemodular exponentiation, three hashing, and threeXOR (two
for applying the encryption on Alice's messages, and one for
decryption of a message by Bob). Also, the communication cost
of the S‐OT is 2n bits for n executions of OT. In addition to the
S‐OT protocol, MASCOT uses an OT Extension protocol that
costs 2n+ 336 hashing for computations, and 128n+ 10 kbit for
communication purposes [38]. Similar to the classical protocols,
we computed the complexity of the O‐QOT protocol.

Table 2 represents the communication complexity of
quantum and classical protocols. As it can be seen, the cost of
O‐QOT protocol is 3n which is always less than classical cost
2n + (128n + 10,000), regardless of the value of n (number of
OTs).

Table 3 shows the computational complexity of quantum
and classical protocols. To fairly compare the costs of the
quantum and classic cases, we first need to consider the cost of
each operation separately. For example, modular exponentia-
tion is much more expensive than linear operations, such as
bitwise XOR. One way to compare these operations is by

calculating the execution time of them. Note that since the
offline phase of protocols can be done in advance and inde-
pendently of the user's private inputs, we only measure the
execution times for operations in the online phase. Through
the online phase, the S‐OT requires 3n bitwise XOR, while the
O‐QOT needs 2n bitwise comparisons, 5n bitwise XORs, and
3n bitwise truncations. Moreover, the S‐OT transfers 2n bits,
while the O‐QOT transfers 3n bits for communication during
the online phase. We computed the execution time using the
high_resolution_clock of the <chorno> library in C++. We
carried out the implementations on Ubuntu (64‐bit) 20.04 on
ASUS Zenbook 14 UX425E laptop with 4 cores and an 11th
Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i7‐1165G7 @ 2.80GHz processor, and
16 GB of RAM.

We obtained the number of generated OTs (n) for the
proposed lane change service as follows. For each vehicle, we
require one multiplication gate to compute the relation Δx = st.
According to the MASCOT protocol, each multiplication gate
requires 2 multiplication triples, and each triple requires 128
base OT as well as 1408 OT Extension. The number of
multiplication gates in the lane change service depends on the
number of vehicles. Considering the number of vehicles, we
calculated the amount of the transferred bits among vehicles
and the run time for the quantum and classical protocols. The
results are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

In Figure 3, the amount of the transferred bits for different
number of vehicles np = 2, 4, …, 10 is shown. For example,
when two vehicles are in the highway, the communication costs
are 5.6 and 742.2 kbit for the quantum and classic protocols,
respectively. As expected, by increasing the number of vehicles
from 2 to 10, the total cost increases to 28 and 3670.8 kbit. In
average, the communication cost of the O‐QOT is significantly
reduced by 97% for the lane change service. To obtain this
value, we first compared the communication cost of the
quantum and classic for np number of vehicles separately and

TABLE 2 Comparison of the communication complexities between
quantum and classical approaches. S‐OT stands for Simple Oblivious
Transfer, O‐QOT represents Optimised Quantum OT, RNG is random
number generation, and n is the number of OTs.

Quantum Classic
O‐QOT S‐OT and OT extension

Bit sent 3n 2n + (128n + 10000)

TABLE 3 Computation complexity of the O‐QOT and S‐OT
protocols. S‐OT stands for Simple Oblivious Transfer, O‐QOT represents
Optimised Quantum OT, and RNG is random number generation, and n is
the number of OTs. The dash symbol ‘‐’ means the specified operation is
not used in the protocol.

Operation
Quantum Classic
O‐QOT S‐OT and OT extension

Bitwise comparison 3n ‐

Bitwise truncation 7n ‐

Bitwise XOR 5n 3n

RNG 3n 2n

Hash ‐ 3n + (2n + 336)

Modular exponentiation ‐ 5n

Quantum state preparation n ‐

Quantum state measurement n ‐

F I GURE 3 The communication cost of the classic and quantum
models for various numbers of vehicles. We calculated the communication
cost by taking into account the number of bits sent among parties, which is
shown in Table 2. We calculated the number of OTs (n), considering the
number of vehicles. Afterwards, we substituted n in Table 2 with the
obtained value. As the costs for classic and quantum approaches are vastly
different, the results are plotted on a logarithmic scale. Further details can
be found in the text.
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took the average. Despite the reduction in communication
resources, the execution time of the O‐QOT is higher than
classical protocols by 42%, as shown in Figure 4. However, the
strong reduction in communication cost is more relevant for
vehicular network applications, as the available spectrum to
support the radio channel is a finite resource. The value for
computation cost is also obtained by taking the mean of five
values for np number of vehicles. In [32], authors suggested an
SMC system that utilises quantum cryptographic protocols to
calculate a phylogenetic tree from a collection of confidential
genome sequences. Similar to our work, [32] offers improved
security against quantum computer attacks. Furthermore, they
assessed the total running time of both quantum and classical
systems, and their results showed that the quantum approach
had a longer execution time, which is in line with our findings.

6 | CONCLUSION

Vehicular network applications suffer from security challenges.
We use SMC technology in which several players can simul-
taneously compute a function while keeping their input private
and secure. However, classical SMC implementations are prone
to security and efficiency issues. Therefore, we proposed a
quantum‐based SMC framework that uses two quantum
technologies (QKD and QOKD). This was applied to a lane
change service in vehicular networks that guides vehicles to
switch lanes and exit the road safely. We compared the security
and complexity of the classical approach with the quantum
one. The classical S‐OT protocol is not secure against quantum
computer attacks as it is based on public‐key cryptography,
while the O‐QOT protocol is unconditionally secure even
when quantum computers are available. Moreover, the
communication complexity of the O‐QOT protocol is less
than that of the classical OT. The execution time for the
quantum approach is higher than the one considered in the
classical one. However, for vehicular network applications, the

reduction in communication cost tends to be more relevant as
bandwidth in the free‐space radio channel is a limited resource.
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